Abstract: Decomposition techniques are utilised for mixed polarity Reed-Muller minimisation, which lead to Reed-Muller programmable logic array implementations for Boolean functions. The proposed algorithm produces a simplified mixed polarity Reed-Muller format from the conventional sum-of-products input based on a top-down strategy. The output foimat belongs to the most general class of ANDjXOR forms, namely exclusive-OR sum-of-products. This method is further generalised to very large multiple output Boolean fkctions. The developed decomposition method is implemented in the C language and tested with MCNC and IWLS'93 benchmarks. Experimental results show that the decomposition method can produce much better results than Espresso for many test cases. This efficient method offers compact Reed-Muller programmable logic array implementations with the added advantage of easy testability, in contrast to the conventional programmable logic array realisations.
Introduction
It is concluded in [l] that the Reed-Muller programmable logic array (RMPLA) structures, based on ANDjXOR operations, are more economical than the conventional programmable logic array (PLA) structures based on AND/OR operations. This, however, was demonstrated mainly for small functions. Furthermore the Reed-Muller circuits have the great advantage of easy testability, although applications of RMPLAs have so far not become popular due to the following two obstacles:
(i) XOR gates used to have as low speed and require large silicon area in comparison with OR gates; (ii) The problem of minimisation of Reed-Muller functions is difficult, although there has been a great deal of research in recent years.
With the development of new technologies and the advent of various field programmable gate array (FPGA) devices, the first obstacle has become irrelevant. In programmable devices, the XOR gate is either easily realised in 'universal modules' or directly available. For instance, in the AT6000 FPGA series from ATMEL Corporation, logic blocks can be configured as various two-input gates such as XORs, ANDs and NANDs. In other FPGAs, both AND and XOR gates are available in the macrocells or logic array blocks (LABS) 121. However, the minimisation of Reed-Muller expressions remains much more difficult than sum-of-products (SOPS). Although there has been extensive research on Reed-Muller logic optimisation [3-241, most 10 Colinton Road, Edinburgh EH IO 5DT, Scotland, UK (i) Conversion algorithms to convert a Boolean function from SOP to a fixed polarity Reed-Muller (FPRM) foiinat.
(ii) Polarity optiinisation methods to find the best polarity with the least number of product term starting from the initial FPRM expression.
(iii) Mixed polarity minimisation lo further reduce the number of product terms by combining the adjacent ones.
For the first procedure, many algorithms have been published which are based on Reed-Muller matrix transformation [4-51, tabular technique [ H I , and binary decision diagrams (BDDs) [9, 101 among others. Most of these approaches are not suitable for very large functions. In [ 1 11 , very large multiple output Boolean functions can be converted mutually between conventional SOPs and FPRM foimats using the multiple segment technique presented in [12] . Experimental results show that it only takes about 0.1 second to convert a function with 199 inputs and 67 outputs run on a personal computer (PC). The second procedure, which is to find the best polarity, is computationally extensive in both space and time, especially for large function. It is generally accepted that exact minimisation of FPRMs is only suitable when the number of input variables is less than 15 [13-161. Several heuristic methods have been proposed which apply the simulated annealing [ 171 or genetic algorithm techniques [I 81 . The product term number can be fLrther reduced with mixed polarity by combining the adjacent product terms such as using xorlink operation [l9] . The final results can be implemented in a two-level PLA format, which are called AND-XOR PLAs with onebit decoders in [I] .
An alternative simplification scheme for RMPLAs is given in 131. An SOP expression is first, represented with disjoint cubes. Then '-' and '0' are swapped for all the variables to obtain a mixed polarity Reed-Muller expression with disjoint cubes. The rationales of this transformation are: (a) co+cl = co@cl if cubes co and cI are disjoint; (h) '-' and '0' represent missing and complemented variables, respectively, in the Boolean domain, which correspond to '0' and '-' respectively, in the Reed-Muller domain with the same functionality. Finally. a (quasi-)optimal FPRM expression is exploited and a (quasi-)minimum expression with mixed polarity product terms is obtained by combining the adjacent terms. Unfortunately, experimental results are reported only for small functions [3] .
There are also some other approaches that apply a similar strategy as Espresso starting from mixed polarity Reed-Muller forms [20] . In this paper, the decomposition method, based on the concept of a $-majority cube [21] , is further investigated and generalised to very large multiple output functions using the algorithm in 1121. The produced expressions belong to the most general class of AND/XOR forms, namely exclusive-OR sum-of-products (ESOPs) [ 131. .. ..
If b, is 1, then the corresponding 71, is called an on-set piterm; otherwise, it is an off-set pi-term. In Fig. la , a three variable function is represented by a Reed-Muller coefficient map, b,-map [22] , which is the counterpart of a Karnaugh map in Boolean logic. The algorithmic rules of grouping in a 6,-map are different from a Karnaugh map. In Fig. la , the function is represented with polarity 0,
Each variable is in a positive form and there are four on-set pi-terms and four off-set piterms. When the polarity is 6 = (1 both x2 and x~ are in complemented forms, while xo is in a positive form froin (2) .
Thus, the same function can be represented by two on-set pi-terms only, f (Xzi~xg) = XIXO @ X2, whose b,-map is shown in Fig. IC . After combining adjacent on-set pi-terms in an FPRM form, the result is in mixed polarity Reed-Muller form, Fig. 2 . Each variable has two inputs to the programmable array of AND gates due to the mixed polarity. After the generation of all the on-set product terms, they are connected to the programmable array of XOR gates to produce the output for each function.
Limitations of decomposition method
The concept of a :-majority m-cube is introduced in [21] , which is an m-dimensional cube covering at least $ x 2" onset pi-terms. In the b,-map shown in Fig. la , the largest amajority cube is a two-dimensional cube XlXo covering $ x 22 = 3 pi-terms. Note that algorithmic rules for grouping in a bl-map, which can be found in [22] , are quite different from the counterparts of a traditional Karnaugh map. After this cube is selected, f is decomposed as ,f = XlXo @ g, where g covers both the remaining on-set pi-terms and the off-set pi-terms covered by 2 1 x 0 . Now g has only two on-set pi-terms, as shown in Fig. la , resulting in the mixed polarity expression of $ There are two advantages of a-majority cubes: it is simple to identify the largest :-majority cube by computer, and the complexity of a function decreases quickly with the selection of the largest $majority cube, although it does not guarantee the minimality of the result. Every time a :-majority m-cube is selected, at least $ x 2" on-set pi-terms are deleted and at most x 2"' off-set pi-terms shall be added. It is conjectured in [21] that 'if off-set pi-terms are incorporated with a :-majority m-cube to form an m-cube, the total number of groupings will be equal to or less than that resulted from grouping only on-set pi-terms in the :-majority m-cube'. However, this conjecture is not always true. In Fig. Ib , the same function can be expressed by only two product terms, J' = 22 @ XIXO. It takes one less product term than the grouping using a $majority cube in Fig. la 
(i) The number of product terms produced by the heuristic decomposition method largely depends on the polarity of the initial FPRM for some functions [21] . No exact polarity minimisation algorithm is applied there to reduce the initial complexity of the problem. 
Initial FPRMs with best polarity
Due to the lack of an efficient approach to find the best polarity for the initial FPRMs in [21] , various polarities are tried and then the best expression is obtained by comparing all the available solutions. This inanual search method is not practical for large functions. In this paper, however, an efficient algorithm, which is based on the concept of the polarity for SOP forin [12] , is applied to find the best FPRM expression with the least on-set pi-terms.
Although this approach does not necessarily improve the quality of the final result, it can greatly reduce the initial complexity of the problem and improve the speed for decomposition. For example, there are four pi-terms for the function shown in Fig. la with polarity 0. Using the method based on the concept of :-majority cube, an expression can be obtained for the function, which is shown in (3). However, starting from the FPRM form with the best polarity 6 as shown in Fig. IC , only two on-set piterms are necessary to express the same function. From Improved decomposition method for large
In comparison with (3), (4) has less product terms and literals, which leads to a simpler RMPLA structure. and (n-l), respectively. Copy the original pi-term list to a temporary list 11 and let M' be the number of on-set pi-terms of 11. The largest ;-majority cube can be found through the following steps.
Identification of largest $-majority cubes and prime implicants
Step 1: If M 2 : x 2n, return in-1 % ,~~2 . . .io as the largest imajority cube. Otherwise, go to the next step.
Step 2: Let and ai l be the occurring numbers of '0' and 'l', respectively, in I L for each variable xi in S2. Hence, uJl +ail = M . Select the larger number ai from and ajI. If they are the same, then select uio to reduce the literal number within a product term.
Step 3: Determine the largest number among the ai for all the variables in S2. Suppose this number is u/<, which corresponds variable x/<, 0 I kin-1. If is the number of 'O's, then move XI, from S2 to So, and remove all the on-set pi-terms whose number of variables x/< is 1 from L.
Otherwise, if ak is the number of '13, then move x/( from S2 to SI, and remove all the on-set pi-terms whose number of variables x/' is 0 from 11. Update the number of on-set pi-
Step 4: If a k 2 $ x 2, then return nr,ts2 X i -n,i,,y, xi as the largest $-majority cube where '.' is the AND operation.
Otherwise, decrement I by one and go to step 2. and M' = 4.
Step 1: Because M 2
Step 2: There are three variables x(], X I and x2 in S2. For XO, there are two '0's and two '1's in the on-set pi-terms of [L shown in Fig. 3n . Hence uoo = uOI = 2. In the same way , we have a10 = 020 = 3, ai 1 = a21 1. Additionally, the larger number ni is selected between ai0 and uil, Os,jsrz-1.
Therefore, a0 = 2, and al = u2 = 3 as shown in Fig. 3u . Then go to step 3 of procedure 1.
Step 3: In step 3 of procedure 1, both al and ci2 are the largest numbers. Suppose we select a l first as the largest number. From step 2, it can be seen that uI is the number of 'O's, instead of '1's. Hence x1 is moved from S2 to So. As a result, So = {xl}, S2 = {x0, x2) and SI = 8. Additionally, remove the pi-term '01 1' from O_ since the number of xI is 1. NOW 11={OOO,OOl, 100}={0,1,4).
Step 4 x 23, go to step 2 of procedure 1.
From (5), because &io and x2xo have the same set of variables, the expressions produced by the decomposition method belong to the most general class of AND/XOR expressions, namely exclusive-OR sum-of products expressions (ESOPs) [13] . Additionally, in steps 3 and 4 of example 1, selection of variables X I and x2 leads to different $majority cubes, 22x0 and xlX0. Coinparing (3) and (5), it can be seen they have the same number of product terms but different literal numbers. Based on our experiments, the final expression is usually quite sensitive to the selection of a $-majority cube when there is more than one choice. This problem will be discussed in Section 3.3.1.
In the decomposition method of [21] there are two loops to select a $-majority cube. The first loop consists of steps 4 and 5, where the dimension of a cube, IC, remains fixed. If there is no $-majority cube, then decrease the dimension k by one in step 6 which constructs the second loop. However, in procedure 1, only one loop is needed with respect to the dimension of a cube in step 4. There is no loop in step 3, which saves CPU time extensively to decide a $-majority cube.
In [21] , the largest prime implicant is selected prior to the selection of the largest $-majority cube. Actually, an m-dimensional prime implicant is only a special case of a $-majority cube, where the number of the covered on-set piterms is 2"'. Therefore, there is no difference between the selection of the largest prime implicant and the largest $-majority cube. Consequently, procedure 1 can be applied to decide both the largest prime implicant and the largest $majority cube, as will be shown in example 2.
Further improvements for decomposition method

I Order of :-majority cubes:
In example 1, there are two largest $-majority cubes, 22x0 and xlko. Each time only one $-majority cube should be returned to decompose a fLmction. From our experimental results, it is found that the number of product terms largely depends on the selection of a suitable $majority cube when there is more than one choice. This problem can be called the determination of the order of $-majority cubes. In [21] . an arbitrary cube is selected due to the lack of an efficient selection strategy. However, a good $-majority cube can be chosen by deleting some on-set pi-terms that are not adjacent to any other on-set pi-terms so that the decomposed function has a good structure. Then update the numbers of Is and Os and select the largest $-majority cubes based on the new numbers. If the updated numbers are still the same, then select the default variable with the smallest index. From our experiments, this modification usually leads to better results than the arbitrary selection, although it takes inore time to decide the adjacency relation among on-set piterms in the list. This improved selection will be illustrated in example 2. Exumple 2: Given an on-set pi-term list [I = {0,2,9,15} in Fig. 4u for a four-variable function, following procedure 1, we have So= SI =8, S2 = {xo,xI,x2,x3}, [I= {0,2,9,15}, 1=4-1=3, and A4'=4. Because 4 2 $~2~ in step 1: count the occurring number for each variable in S2 which is shown in Fig. 4u . In step 3 of procedure 1, u2, which is equal to 3, is selected because it is the largest number. Additionally, x2 is moved from S2 to S,, since u2 is the number of Os. Thus So= {xz), SI =8. In step 4 procedure 1, since a2 2 $ x 23, decrease 1 to 2 and go to step 2 of procedure I. In the same way, count the occurring numbers for three variables in S2, which are shown in Fig. 46 . It can be seen that all three occurring numbers, ao, nl, and u3, are the same. Furthennore, the on-set pi-teim 9 = (1001) is not adjacent to the other two pi-terms. Hence this pi-term can be deleted from the list [I, as shown in Fig. 4c . Update the occurring numbers in Fig. 4c , a0 = u3 = 2, al = I. Then uo is selected since it is the smallest index. Therefore, SO = {XO, x~}, SI = 8,
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J. St=@ and S2=(x1} in step 3 of procedure 1. Now u3 2 $ x 2l, so cube X I is returned as the largest $-majority cube. It can be seen that X I in this case is actually the largest prime implicant. In example 2, the deletion of pi-term 9=(1001)2 can avoid selecting variable xI in Fig. 46 . Otherwise, the selected $-majority cubes would actually be pi-temis 1 and ~3x0, as shown in Fig. 4e , which needs more product terms to realise the function consequently.
One more expansion for decomposition:
An n-variable function can be decomposed by Davio expansions with respect to variable xi as follows:
.f = .I;,=o CE Xi(L,,=O f , , = I ) (6) where both . f 0 1 ,, and Ji 1 1 , are n-1 variable functions and . I ; E {xi, Xi}, All the fLinctions can be expressed by recursive decomposition of (8) . Equation (8) is complete to express any function but does not necessarily produce the simplest solution, even with the best polarity and application of the $-majority cubes. For a class of Boolean functions that satisfy the following condition: f0 I X, .fi I x , = % -12,-2 ' ' Xi+ [xi-I . ' 20 (9) the decomposition method in [21] does not necessarily produce 'good' results, even with the best polarity. Instead, procedure 2 can be applied for the decomposition of this class of functions. Procedure 2: For an n-variable function f that satisfies (9) with respect to variable xi, O 5 i~n -1 , iz>2 , f can be IEE Proc.-Circuits Devices Syst., Vnl. 149, No, 2, April 2002 From (9), the total on-set pi-terms of ,foI,, and .f1 I X , is . (12) is selected to decompose the function. If ,fl l Xi has less on-set pi-terms than f;, I X, , then (1 5) is selected to decompose the function. If the on-set pi-term nuiiiber is the same, then (1 5) is selected to reduce the literal number since literal X; does not appear in the first product term in (1 5) . If n 5 2 , this new expansion is not applied to save the literal numbers, which can be illustrated in example 3. Exutnple 3: A three-variable function f is shown in Fig. 5u both in a /?/-map and a pi-term with the best polarity. While applying procedure 1, it is very difficult to decide the order of $-majority cubes discussed in Section 3.3.1. Actually, each individual pi-term in Fig. 5u is the largest $majority cube.
Hence we have is selected to decomposed the function as ,f = .?2xg CE g, where g is a two-variable function shown in Fig. 5b . Note that the b,-map of g is the right half of the h,-inap shown in Fig. Su. Additionally, function g also satisfies (9) . In the same way, we have
01' g = x2 CB X2X0
Corresponding to (12) and (I 5), respectively. If a +-majority cube is used instead, then another expression for g:
is obtained since both 1 and x2x0 are the largest $-majority cubes. It can be seen that (I 9) is simpler than (17) or (1 8) , which is the result of applying (12) or (15). Hence, the new expansion, (12) or (1 5), will not be applied when n I 2. As a result, ,f = 22x0 @.?I @ X~X I X O , which is one product term less than (I 6). Exurnple 4: In Fig. 6u , a four-variable functionj" has four on-set pi-terms with the best-polarity. It can be seen from Alternatively, call procedure 2 and find that (9) is satisfied for functionf, with respect to variable xI. Furthermore, (12) is selected to decompose function fi:
Even faster decomposition:
where,f2 is a two-variable function shown in Fig. 6c . It is obvious that f 2 = xg. Replace J; in (22) and the same result Jg = X~X~X~X O @ X~X I X O is obtained as (21). heuristic procedure can be proposed for the mixed polarity Reed-Muller minimisation. Procedure 3: Given an n-variable Boolean functionfo in the conventional PLA format based on AND/OR operations, first call the program in [12] to convert the flinction from SOP to FPRM format with polarity 0 and find the best polarity p/,e,st Then call the program in [12] again to convert fo from SOP to FPRM fonnat with polarity p~,~,~~. Save all the on-set pi-terms in a list 11, and let M be the number of on-set pi-terms. Additionally, let the product term number, T= 0.
Improved decomposition method
Step 1: If n or Mis zero, then returnfo as a constant and go to step 7.
Step 2: I f M > $ x 2", then cube.f,,-$,,_2.. .io is the largest $-majority cube. Therefore, .fo = 2,-GC-2 . . ' 2 0 @ # I , wheref; is an n-variable function covering all the off-set pi-terms. These new on-set pi-terms are saved in the list 11. Increase T by 1 and change M to 2"-M. Rep1ace.h with j ;
and go to step 1. Otherwise, go to the next step.
Step 3: Let q0 and ajl be occurring number of '0' and '1' respectively in 11 for each variable xj, 0 <j_<n-1. Select the larger number ui from and ujl. If they are the same, then select ufl to reduce the literal number within a product term.
Step 4: If there are a variables with occurring number ui equal to M , l <~< a -l , then from (20), j i can be decomposed as ,fo = ( n ; : ; i i ) ,f1, where j ; is an (12-a) variable function. Replace Jb with J; and go to step 1.
Otherwise, go to the next step.
Step 5 (9), then the function is decomposed based on procedure 2. Decrease n by one and increase T by one. Update both IL, A4 and go to step 1. Otherwise, go to the next step.
Step 6: Call procedure 1 to find the largest $majority cube c. If there is more than one choice, then apply the adjacency relation discussed in Section 3.3.1 to decide one of them. Consequently, f o is decomposed by cube c,,fo = c@,fi, where fl is an n-variable function, covering both the remaining onset pi-terms of and the off-set pi-term covered by c. Update both [L and M accordingly. Increase T by 1 and go to step 1 forfi.
Step 7: Update all the variables according to P,,c,,st. In other words, if the polarity of variables x is I, then complement all the occurrences of x in the expression obtained from the previous steps. Exuniple 5: A five-variable function j b with 18 on-set minterms is given in PLA format, whose function is C(0, 3, 4, 7, 8, 12, 16, 17, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [28] [29] [30] [31] . It can be first converted to FPRM format with polarity 0 as E (0-2, 11,17,22,27) and the best polarity is 20. Hence convert the fLinction from SOP to FPRM with polarity 20, which is shown in Fig. 7u as f 0 = E (0, 6, 17, 18, 22, 27) . Thus ,6,17,18,22,27} , T= 0 and M = 6. Now this fLinction can be simplified following procedure 3.
Step 1: Neither n or A4 is zero, go to step 2 of procedure 3.
Step 2: A4 2 $ x 25, go to step 3 of procedure 3.
Step 3: Count up and q~ for all the variables which are shown in Fig. 70, O<j<4. From Fig. 7a , we have a0=u1=~i2=u4=4, and u3=5.
Step 4: No variable whose occurring number ei equals M , go to step 5 of procedure 3.
Step 5: Similarly, the condition in step 5 of procedure 3 is not satisfied, go to step 6. ' 1 Step 6: Call procedure 1 and cube 2 4 x 2~1 is returned as the largest :-majority cube. Hence j b is decomposed as fo = 2 4 x 2~1 @ f~, where fi is a five-variable function shown in Fig. 7h . Additionally, T= 1, M=4, and 11 = {0,2,17,27} because cube X4X2x1 covers three on-set pi-terms, 6,18,22, and one off-set pi-term 2. Go to step 1 of procedure 3 forJI.
Step 7: Neither n nor A4 is zero. Furthermore, M 2 x 25.
Hence count the occurring numbers for these five variables as shown in Fig. 7h in step 3 Step 8: Neither n nor A4 is zero. Furthermore, M 2 x Z4.
Hence count the occurring numbers for each variable which is shown in Fig. 7c in step 3 of procedure 3. Then u3 is selected because it is the only largest number 3.
No condition in steps 4 and 5 of procedure 3 is satisfied, so call procedure 1 to find the largest :-majority cube in step 6 of procedure 3. From example 2, cube XI is returned as the largest $majority cube. Therefore, ,f2 = X I @ Jj where f 3 is shown in Fig. 7d . Additionally, T= 2, M = 2, and iL = {0,15} since X I covers two pi-terms 0 and 2.
Step 9: In step 4 of procedure 3, the occurring numbers, uo and a4 of variable xo and x4 are equal to M. From (20), f 3 = x4xof4, wheref4 is a two-variable function shown in Fig. 7e . Go to step 1 of procedure 3 with [L= {0,3) and n=2.
Step 10: Following the steps in procedure 3, it can be seen thatf4= l@x3x1 with T=4.
From the above steps, an expression of the function is obtained: 1 7 1 0 0 0 1 2 7 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 0 0 1 0 Step 11: In step 7 procedure 3, since pl,,,=2O=(101O0), variables x2 and x 4 should be complemented in (23). The final expression of the function is obtained as follows:
,fo = x4x2x1 @ X I @ x4xo @ X4X3XIXO (24) 0 0 0 0 0 9 1 0 0 1 1 5 1 1 1 1 2 0 0 1 
Functional verification
The output of the program realising procedure 3 is in RMPLA format, where 'O', 'I' and '-' represents the corresponding variable is missing, positive and complemented, respectively. The following procedure is applied for the functional verification.
Procedure 4: Given an FPRM form f for an n-variable function with zero polarity, procedure 3 can produce an RMPLA format. This RMPLA output can be fLinctionally verified in the following steps.
Step 1: Replace each '-' with '0' and 'I' so that a product term with i '-'s produces 2' pi-terms;
Step 2: Delete the generated pi-terms with an even occurrences.
Step 3: Compare the remaining pi-terms with the pi-terms in the original FPRM form$ If they are the same, then the output RMPLA is functionally correct; otherwise it is wrong. Example 6: Eqn. (24) in example 5 can be expressed by an RMPLA format, shown in Fig. 8a . This result can be verified by the following steps.
Step 1: Replace each '-' with '0' and '1' for each product term, which is shown in Fig. 8b .
Step 2: No duplicate pi-term exists. Thus none of them is deleted. The decimal numbers are also shown in brackets in Fig. 8h .
Step 3: The pi-terms obtained from Fig. 8b are &2,11,17,22,27, which are the same as the original FPRM form with zero polarity in example 5. 
'I Decomposition method using encoding
For multiple output functions, an important criterion is how best to share the common product terms with several subfunctions. In [3] , an n-variable m-output function is simplified by minimising an (m + n)-variable single output function denoted as a hyperfunction. This is not suitable for large function run on a PC. In this paper, an encoding scheme is applied to merge the multiple outputs into a single output by adding r log;" 1, instead of m extra variables, where rlogF1 is the smallest integer equal to or greater than log';. The following algorithm, shown as procedure 5, is proposed, through which the problem of sharing the common product term can be solved implicitly. can be applied to merge these two outputs into a fourvariable function h(x4, x3, x2, xI xO). From procedure 5, '0' is added to the MSB of each pi-teim of .f;(x3, x2, xI, xo),
while 'I' is added to the MSB of each pi-term of J(x3, x2, X I , xo). Therefore, we have
After a simplified expression of J(x4, x3, x2, X I xo) , is obtained by calling procedure 3, theorem I can be applied to split the expression and generate the representations for each individual subfunction using definition 2 of the 'cover' relation and its properties. In the same way, a four-variable product term XI can be represented by a ternary number (0020)3, which covers two other ternary numbers, (0000)3 and (0010)3. In other words, X I covers two product terms, 1 and X I . If a product term co covers another product term cI, then cube cl is properly inside co in the correspoiiding 6,-map [22] . For example, in Fig. 3h , product term x2X0 covers x2a!o based on definition 2. It can be seen that cube x2xo is properly inside X2x0. Similarly, cube x1 is also properly inside cube ilxo in Fig. la . '001,i where kc; is the number of variables whose corresponding ternary number of product term x , , -1 i ,~_ 2 . . .in is 2, ki20.
In other words, [i,,-1i,,-2 . . .x~a],~ is a pi-term covered by
Lemma 2 is also obvious. In example 7, the product term X&XIXO, whose ternary number is (121 covers two piterms, X~X~X I X~) and x3xIx0, whose ternary numbers are (1 11 and (101 1 variables by procedure 5, where y = logy 1, n? 2 2. Letfbe expressed by T product terms as:
w h e r e i ;~{ l , x i , X ; } , O < i I y + n -l . Then anyindividual subfunctionh can be represented by a subset of these T product terms as: 
. . i n )
can be replaced by all the pi-terms covered by the product term according to lemma 2. Let every product term in (30) be From (29) and (30) 
T -I
;=o
In (3.3 , ICj is the number of variables whose corresponding ternary number of product term PT; is '2'. Additionally, . , . Comparing (36) with (25), it can be concluded that each subfunction ,fi can be represented by XORing the product term it,-1ip,-2 . . . io if the y MSBs of the corresponding product term, iJ,t,,-li>,+,i-2 ' . .io, cover ,j. Thus (31) is proved.
. . & ] i is a pi-term covered by
From lemma 1, any product term in (30) can be used by at least one subfunction. Additionally, the product terms of any subfunction are the subset of the product terms in (30). Therefore, the total product term number to realise all the subfbnctions is the same as the product term number in (30). Example 8; Suppose two four-variable functions, LJO(.X~X~XIXO) and gI(x3x2xIxo), are merged into five-variable function y by adding an extra variable x4, so that g=<qoOx4g1 based on (25) in procedure 5. Suppose the expression of y is the same as in (24).
These four product terms can be denoted as ternary numbers, namely (101 Froin theorem 1, the product terms of subfunction go are the ones whose MSB covers '0' based on the definition 2. Because both '0' and '2' cover 'O', there are three product terms (00020)3, (20001) 
and x3xls0, are shared by these two subfunctions. These two subfunction, yo and yl, can be realised by four product terms, that is the same product term number for function 8, It is worthwhile to note that g l is different from the cofactor of y with respect to x4, yX,=l = ~2 x 1 @ X I . Suppose y is obtained by merging four three-variable fbctions, y'o(x2xlxo), 8'1 (XZXIxo) , g'2(x2xIx0) and y13(x2x1x~J. From theorem 1, the product terms of subfunction 80 are the ones whose two MSBs cover '00'. From definition 2, there are two product terms, (00020)3 and (20001)3, that satisfy this condition. Hence 4; = 31 @XO. In the same way, g'l =x3x1xo because it is only this product term whose two MSBs cover '01'. Similarly, we have yI2 = x2x10xo and y'3 = X I X O .
From theorem 1 and example 8, it can be concluded that the more occurrences of the complemented form of extra variables, the more product terms are shared by subfunctions.
Based on the previous discussion, the following procedure can be presented for mixed polarity Reed-Muller minimisation. Procedure 6; Given an n-variable m-output Boolean function J' in the conventional PLA format, first call the program in [12] to convert it from SOP to FPRM format with polarity 0 and find the best polaritypbRst for functioiij: Then call the program in [ 121 again to convert it from SOP to FPRM format with polarity pl,e,s,. Suppose all the on-set pi-terms and output parts are saved in lists Let M be the number of on-set pi-terms in LI and the product term number T=O. (39) From (38) Step 1: Call procedure 5 to merge the multiple outputs into a single output adding extra variables.
Step 2: Call procedure 3 to simplify this single output function in the Reed-Muller domain directly, which excludes conversion and best polarity algorithms in procedure 3. Return an expression for f and the product term number T.
Step 3: Apply theorem 1 to split the expression and produce the result for each subfunction.
Step 4: Call procedure 4 to verify the result.
Very large functions
For very large multiple output functions whose variable number is usually more than 25, the encoding approach in Section 4.1 is not suitable because there are LISWIII~ too many input variables for the merged single output function. For example, a 26-variable 50-output fhction would be merged into a 32-variable function, which is not practical to run on a common PC. However, it is observed that there are many redundant variables for each individual function for these very large fkctions. In other words, each subfunction is usually dependent on a small number of these inputs. Therefore, each subfunction can first be simplified individually using procedure 3. and then merge the common product terms lo reduce the product term number. Although this strategy is simple, it is very efficient based on our experimental results, which are shown in the next Section.
Experimental results
Procedure 6 has been implemented in the C language. The input to the program is the conventional PLA format which is based on AND/OR operations. The program produces the RMPLA result of the function. This program is compiled by the GNU Compiler Collection egcs-1.1.2 and tested using MCNC and IWLS'93 benchmarks on a PC with Pentium-266 CPU and 64Mb RAM under the Linux operating system. The comparisons with Espresso are shown in Tables 1 and 2 , where 'ilo' means the numbers of inputs and outputs, respectively. In the column labelled 'Reed-Muller domain', the time to obtain the FPRM with the best polarity from the conventional SOP input, is shown as 'FPRM'. The product term number and CPU time of the mixed polarity optimisation are showii in the column labelled 'Decomposition method' as 'term#' and 'time', respectively. All the results have been verified using procedure 4. It can be seen from Table 1 that the decoinposition method can produce much less product terms than Espresso for most test cases. For instance, 't48 I' needs 481 product terms to be implemented based on AND/OR operations, while only 13 mixed polarity teriiis are sufficient based on ANDjXOR operations. Due to the conventional SOP input format, iiiost of the CPU time is actually spent on the FPRM forms.
For very large multiple output functions, an alternative scheme, which is discussed in Section 4.2, is applied. Instead of using the encoding method to merge the inultiple outputs into a single output, the decompositioii method is first applied for each individual function, then the common product terms are merged. It can be seen that for most test cases in Table 2 , the decomposition method produces much better results than Espresso with respect to product term numbers. These results in Tables 1 and 2 justify the conclusion in [I] for large Boolean functions, as indicated in Section 1.
Conclusions
Although there has been extensive research on AND/XOR forms, applications of Reed-Muller logic have not become popular due to lack of efficient algorithms for mixed polarity minimisation. In this paper, an iiiiproved decomposition method has been developed based on the concept of $-majority cubes [21] and a top-down approach. Using the fast algorithms for fast conversion between SOP and FPRM formats in [12] , and the polarity optimisation which is based on the concept of the polarity for SOP forms, the decomposition method is generalised to very large multiple output Boolean functions. Although the problem ReedMuller logic miiiiinisation is much inore difficult than SOPS, the improved decomposition method can produce much better results, which is consistent with the conclusion in [l] . The proposed method caii facilitate further research for multilevel Reed-Muller logic minimisatioii [24] of incompletely specified functions.
